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Review your T&E policy with 
third-party auditing1

Has your company reorganized priorities, acquired a firm or expanded? 
Reexamine your T&E policy to ensure you’re capturing all potential savings 
and that you’re staying in compliance.

Partner with a team of audit experts who will:

  Match receipts to submitted expenses.

  Resolve compliance issues quickly.

  Craft new policies as needs evolve.

Get the insight you need with the data 
you have4

Have you recently updated your ERP software or expanded into new 
markets? Don’t miss the opportunity to capture and integrate even more 
of your T&E data to make better decisions. 

Get more from your Concur investment by:

Capturing, managing  
and tracking travel 

spending in one place.

Proactively controlling 
spend with pre-trip 

requests.

Bringing every 
reservation into your 

system.
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Support your new markets5
As your organization expands, it can be challenging to support a growing 
workforce and manage employees’ travel risk exposure. An integrated 
view into your global spending will help give employees the security and 
support they need. 

Configure your system  
to match business needs 

in new regions. Support your duty-of-care 
commitment with risk 
management tools.

Get a single, unified 
system to capture  

all spending.

Manage costly tax, payroll and 
anti-bribery risks by connecting 

with partners that work with 
your expense solution.

Ready to realize the full power of your solution?

Visit concur.com or contact  
your Concur representative to learn more.

ways to maximize  
your T&E investment 

You’ve put a global T&E solution in place that’s showing results.  
But there’s always opportunity to do more, especially as your  
business continues to evolve and scale. 

We’ve compiled five ways you can make an even greater impact  
as your business grows.

There are more savings than meet the eye
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Evaluate your end-user experience 
to increase adoption—and visibility 2

Are you achieving your adoption goals? Success of your T&E program 
hinges on whether your employees use it—and adoption depends on how 
easy it is to use.

   Upload receipt photos to 
their expense reports.

   Use corporate cards to 
reduce receipts.

   Bigger rebates.

   Better control of cash flow.

Help employees: You’ll get:

One Fortune 500 Company increased audit 
effectiveness by 50% and saved an estimate of 
$4 million in travel expenses with Concur and 
Oversight Systems.

Is your team or IT staff managing support tickets? Consider the benefits 
of outsourcing the heavy lifting to the experts so your team can be more 
strategic and more productive.

Leverage outside expertise and 
provide faster service to end users3

Your Concur  
solution expert will:

Provide next-level 
administrator 
support.

Take day-to-day 
system maintenance 
off your list.

Keep apprised of enhancements 
that add value to your program.

Companies who use Concur® for Mobile apps for  
submitting 30% or more of their expense reports 
see submission time decrease by an average of 
six days.1 ExpenseIt®

One Concur client saw $2.5 million in  
VAT savings after just one year with  
Taxback International.  

https://www.concur.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zaXxqvBMwVU&index=5&list=PLLNSVdjqNPVseaDkR5hSF4CDjnlLK7_nq

